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Fix List 

 

MONITOR Webb EIM 08.02.06.4 

 HHOS-AM9AQK - Cases that were deleted in Web - EIM were displayed in the Authorize Supplier Invoices procedure in 
MONITOR. 

 HHOS-AMED9K - This only affects systems used in Estonia: VAT code from codings weren’t transferred to the accounting. 

 SHYS-AMMKF3 - Accounts with blocked sub-objects were coded directly by the direct integration. Now are these invoices 
transferred to the Load vouchers procedure in MONITOR. 

 MJON-AMNJZY - It wasn’t possible to create Credit invoices manually. 

 MJON-AMDBCN - Accounts with mandatory sub-objects that weren’t entered were coded directly by the direct integration. 
Now are these invoices transferred to the Load vouchers procedure in MONITOR. 

 MJON-AKEL7V - A scroll bar is added in all error description boxes, if the description is long. This is made to avoid the 
description box to be greater than the size of the window, which makes it impossible to close the message box. 

 HHOS-AKNKUY - The performance during loading of PDF images is improved. 

 MJON-AKEL7V - A scroll bar is added in all error description boxes, if the description is long. This is made to avoid the 
description box to be greater than the size of the window, which makes it impossible to close the message box. 

 HHOS-AKNKUY - The performance during loading of PDF images is improved. 

 HHOS-AKXCNW - News: Support for images in TIFF format with the XML format from OptoSweden is implemented. 
Previously was TIFF images only managed with flat file format. 

 GÅNY-AKJL77 - The possibility to enter Consecutive no manually on Accrual accountings in Web-EIM had disappeared. 

 HHOS-AKUCLY - A message was displayed when you opened a case/an invoice from a supplier with exception account 
for ISO/EUR. Suppliers with exception account for ISO/EUR wasn’t possible to find in the Supplier management. 

 HHOS-AKUKU4 - When Web-EIM receives an Invoice file in XML-format from OptoSweden and the file contains IBAN 
account and SWIFT address, the data will be loaded and saved from the Payment information on the Invoice file. The 
Payment info from the Supplier register will be used if there is no Payment info in the XML-file. 

 GÅNY-AJZLP2 - When interpreting supplier invoices in the software OptoScan you can enter a # in the field Reference 
number if you want this field to be empty in Web – EIM and in MONITOR: 

 ABLT-AK3CBM - When exporting information from the Extra info tab in the Update Supplier procedure if you have 
adaptation 437 Several bank accounts per supplier, the current company’s Organization number will also be included in the 
Export. 

 HHOS-AK9HF6 - The file extension could be incorrect on some images if you pressed the button "Send invoice link by e-
mail" on an invoice image in Web – EIM. This meant that you had to change the file extension manually to be able to open 
the PDF file. 

 GÅNY-AJ4J5U - It wasn’t possible to use the same invoice number again for the same supplier after deleting the Supplier 
invoice. Unless you had the Setting "Allow recurring invoice numbers" activated on the supplier. 
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